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(+1)4429995858 - http://craftandtaco.com/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Craft And Taco Lounge from Escondido. Currently, there are
17 meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Craft And Taco Lounge:
here met a non vegetarian in this cool hole in the wall after reading reviews. super casual and fast. I tried the

avocado and the Portobello tacos. both very good! unusual and thoughtful menu. most of the time they have to
settle for a non-food option and it is quite meh. not here! bonus for me, they played some great old reggae and

early ska music. when they knew I was coming. read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair
accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you

can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Craft And Taco Lounge:
the soyvich has Clam juice (Clamato mix) and the “ vegan ” tacos are cross-contaminated by no hand or hand

wash. updated by the previous review on 2022-07-16 read more. The restaurant also offers its guests a catering
service, and you may look forward to the delicious classic seafood cuisine. A wide range of fresh and tasty juices
is provided by the establishments, Particularly, many customers are looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican

cuisine.
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Salad�
TACOS

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Tac�
THREE TACOS

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

Erfrischungsgetränk�
HORCHATA

Sauce�
AIOLI

GUACAMOLE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

BAR

VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
ZUCCHINI

AVOCADO

BUFFALO

MEAT

CHILI
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00 -21:00
Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
Thursday 11:00 -21:00
Friday 11:00 -21:00
Saturday 11:00 -21:00
Sunday 11:00 -20:00
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